Users’ Emotional Attachments to Internet Celebrities: Based on the Perspective of Extended-self
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Abstract

Although previous researcher has focused on the use of social media between celebrities and fans from the use and gratification perspective, knowledge on why users stick with live streaming is limited. Therefore, the authors propose that sticking with live streaming reflects a strong connection between celebrities and users. We define emotional attachment as the strength of the cognitive and emotional bond connecting the celebrities with the self. Consequently, in this study, we adopt attachment theory to investigate users’ tendency to stick with live streaming from the extended-self perspective. The findings of this study fully support the hypotheses specifying the relationships between constructs. Emotional attachment was influenced by gratifying the self, enriching the self and enabling the self, and which in turn are strong predictors of users’ stickiness intention. The current research contributes to the further expansion of social media research and applied attachment theory into the live streaming context.

1. Introduction

Live streaming refers to internet content delivered in real time, which means users can upload videos and others can watch these immediately. Growing rapidly over the past five years, the live-streaming industry has become a viable source of income for many thousands across the globe, but nowhere is it more lucrative than in China. In 2016, according to The Chinese Live Streaming Report, live streaming is becoming the most popular video format with more than 325 million online viewers in total, or 45.8% of Chinese citizens. The revenue in live streaming is increasing along with its popularity and it’s predicted to be a US$5 billion market by the end of 2017 according to Credit Suisse [56].

Most previous studies on live streaming are related to the technical aspect, such as peer-to-peer transport. For example, Rodriguez-Gil et al. [1] explore how to provide web-based interactive live-streaming, and Tran, Won, and Kim [2] proposed a methodology for a peer-to-peer video live streaming system on mobile broadcasting social media. In the last few years, some research has been carried out exploring user behavior and social media or live streaming. For example, social media between celebrities and fans from the use and gratification perspectives [3], and Kim and Song [4] recently investigated how the self-disclosure of celebrities on their personal social media accounts affects fan perceptions. Moreover, Payne et al. [5] examined the learning effects of live streaming video game instruction over twitch. Scheibe et al. [59] analyzed information production as well as information reception behavior. Haimson and Tang examined how people currently experience events using Facebook Live, Periscope, and Snapchat Live Stories [60].

In the process of live streaming, users can choose over 200 live streaming platforms which are focusing on different markets and viewers — such as gamers, fashionistas, e-commerce, etc. Some users, however, “stick” to a specific live streaming platform, whether from emotional attachment to the internet celebrity. Hu et al. [34] and Zhao et al. [61] examined the stickiness of audiences on live video streaming platforms. Therefore, the authors focus that sticking with live streaming reflects a strong connection between internet celebrities and users, because the internet celebrity is part of a user’s self-conception. Attachment theory in psychology and marketing suggests that attachments can extend beyond person-to-person relationship contexts to celebrities [6]. An attachment object becomes connected to the self when it is included as part of the user’s self-concept. Further, the self-concept is generally described as the collection of characteristics, traits, and memberships that cognitively represent an individual in memory [7]. Moreover, people are most likely to develop attachments to offerings that fulfill their functional needs (enabling the self), their experiential needs (gratifying the self), and their emotional needs (enriching the self) [8]. Building from these three needs, we
recognize antecedents that constitute suitable strategies for enhancing the internet celebrity-self connection and consequently user’s emotional attachment to internet celebrity.

Consequently, in this study, we adopt attachment theory to investigate users’ tendency to stick with live streaming from the self-concept perspective. Overall, we seek to address the following questions:

1. What kinds of needs can explain users’ propensity to stick with live streaming celebrities?
2. How does self-concept influence stickiness intention through emotional attachment?

Contributing to the emerging discussion on the issues of live streaming, this research investigates users’ needs and emotional attachment respond to why people stick with live streaming. This study examines users’ stickiness intention from the attachment theory. We also investigate enabling the self, gratifying the self, enriching the self and explore emotional attachment, as well as analyze the effects of these variables on users’ stickiness intention.

2. Theoretical background

2.1 Attachment theory

Attachment theory was conducted by British psychiatrist Bowlby [9]. The theory is generally defined as a special relationship between infants and their caregivers (basic is the mother), Robert [10] defined attachment in psychology as an emotional connection between people, a feeling of dependence, and people seek emotional comfort through mutual dependence. Lopez [11] believed that attachment is a strong and permanent emotional connection between individual and specific person, is the emotional connect formed after individual feeling sense of close and security. Research in the field of psychology has focused on interpersonal attachment, and related studies have shown that international attachment can also be extended to situations expect interpersonal relationships, which is person’s attachment. And the object of person’s attachment can be real objects or virtual objects.

Many marketing research shows that consumers will not only produce attachment to possessions [12], and there will be place attachment [13], product attachment [6], brand attachment [14], etc. Ball and Tasaki [12] argue that attachment is the degree which consumers support their self-concept through what they once had, what they have, or what they want to have. Consumers can know about themselves, define themselves through the product they bought. Furthermore, they can build a sense of belonging and then support and enhance self-concept. Some scholars believe that the relationship between brand or product and self-establishment plays a key role in the formation of emotional attachment of consumers [8]. After purchasing product, through individual level and social level of self-support and associated self-concept, consumers make goods or brand become extension of self, and form emotional attachment for goods or brand.

In the virtual world, the attachment theory is implied in analyzing the online relationship. Recent research of online community found that identity-based attachment and bond-based attachment will enhance willing to help the group or individual. In addition, these two attachments also strengthen participation and retention, which is mediated by attachment to the community [15]. Thus, the emotional attachment can be extended to online situation.

To sum up, the consumer emotional attachment expressed by scholars is a kind of emotional connection between consumers and products, services or brands, which can occur in online and offline situation. What do consumers seek for to support self-concept? Emotional attachment is formed by connection of self and self-satisfaction from possessions, which means that the extension of the self is the key to form an attachment. In live streaming, the internet celebrity does not refer to well-known people on the internet such as the traditional You tubers, who record their video and then upload to the website. Instead, this concept specially refers to the streamers, who are the content providers on the live streaming platforms. For example, in 2013, approximately one million game streamers on the largest live streaming platform Twitch broadcasted the process of playing games, attracting more than 40 million audiences. Due to the popularity of the streamers, they become celebrities on not only the platform but also the internet. In this article, emotional attachment is a mediator, which mediates the inner feeling (extended-self) and the behavioral intention (users’ stickiness).

2.2 Extended-self

Baumeister [58] conducted a study of self-concept and laid the foundations for modern conceptions of self, defined the self-concept as “self becomes a person through perception, feeling and thinking.” He proposed an idea to separate self into two kinds as well. One is experience and the other is pure self.
At the same time, James [57] stated that the boundary of self-experience and pure self is indistinct. It is clear that between what a person calls me and what he simply calls mine is difficult to be distinguished. In addition, he held that a person’s self is the sum of all that he can call his, not only his body and his psychic powers, but his clothes and his house, his wife and children, his ancestors and friends.

The self-concept stated that people have intrinsic motivation to extend themselves and expect to contain the external things into their self-concept. In 1988, Belk renewed the concept and published that a person’s self can be extended by objects in his possession [16]. The article posited an individual self with an inner core self as well as aggregate selves ranging from family to neighborhood to nation. Enhancing these self-constructions are various possessions, which are regarded by their owners as having different degrees of centrality to one or more of their individual or aggregate senses of self. The original article [16] also detailed various evidence that objects form a part of extended self; specified processes by which objects are cathected as a part of self.

First, extended-self applied in consumer behavior, and further Sivadas and Venkatesh [17] proposed that consumers can cultivate their extended-self by confirming and owning objects. Possessing showed a relationship with forming attachment. Hamilton and Hassan [18] pointed out that consumers treat possession as a status symbol in order to integrate into a group. Some researchers showed a fact that by categorizing the brand as part of the self, a consumer develops a sense of oneness with the brand, establishing cognitive links that connect the brand with the self [14]. Self-extended concept [19] posits that people possess an inherent motivation for self-expansion, or a desire to incorporate others (here brands or products) into their conception of “self.” The more an entity (brand or product) is included in the self, the closer is the bond that connects them. The more attached a person is to the brand, the more likely he or she is to move from an egocentric to a more reciprocal brand relationship that involves sharing resources with the brand. As such, consumers who are highly attached to a brand should treat the brand preferentially and engage in restorative behaviors that ensure brand relationship continuation [20].

Park et al. [8] indicate that people are most likely to develop attachments to offerings that fulfill their experiential needs (gratifying the self), their emotional needs (enriching the self), and their functional needs (enabling the self). Building from these three users’ needs, we recognize antecedents that constitute suitable strategies for enhancing the internet celebrity - self connection and consequently user-internet celebrity emotional attachment. We posit that: gratifying the self (GS) which means interpersonal likeability and content enjoyment are factors that gratify a user’s self; self-expression and virtual community identity are factors that enrich the self (ENRI); a sense of an efficacious and capable self are factors that enable a user’s self (ENAB).

At a background of digital time, Bolter [21] found that extended-self or individuals’ possession can include head portraits, words information, photos, videos and other else on game websites and social networking. Belk [22] indicated extended-self update dues to dematerialization, reembodiment, sharing, broadly co-construction of self and collective memory. With the development of net data called web 2.0, users contributing on context has become a kind of extended-self. And it draws a positive influence on continuous using and loyalty among users, which means the users’ attachment is enhanced [23]. To sum up, extended-self is the key to form emotional attachment and users’ attachment will be positively affected.

2.3 Stickiness intention

Previous definitions of web site stickiness focus on the business side [24] which is based on Oliver’s definition of customer loyalty [25]. From the user’s side, “stickiness” can be defined as repetitive visit and use of a preferred web site because of a deeply held commitment to reuse the web site consistently in the future, despite situational influences and marketing efforts that have the potential to cause switching behavior. Lin [26] also described that stickiness implicates an ability of websites to keep users staying and repeating purchasing behavior. The definition presented here can be thought of as using a live streaming platform in a user’s normal activity or embedding a mobile phone within a user’s routine, which is similar to the notion of continuous use. In addition, the research shows that consumers can stick to collectibles [29], places of residence [30], brands [31], other types of special or favorite objects [32] and celebrities [33].

In the present study, in the context of live streaming platform continuous using, stickiness intention is a measure of an individual’s intention to stick to (i.e., use) a live streaming platform on a regular basis without stopping in the near future.
3. Research model and hypotheses

Overall, we adopt attachment theory as the theoretical basis and focuses on extended-self perceptive in emotional attachment and users’ stickiness intention. As shown in Figure 1, we consider that users are most likely to develop attachments to offerings that fulfill their experiential needs (gratifying the self), their emotional needs (enriching the self), and functional needs (enabling the self). Building from these three needs, we posit that self-expression is the main factor that enriches a user’s self, and gratifying the self, enriching the self, and enabling the self are important antecedents of emotional attachment and stickiness intention in the context of live streaming.

Figure 1. Research model

3.1 Gratifying the self and its impacts on emotional attachment

According to a psychology study, positive and pleasure emotion can effectively promote the brain activities related to emotional attachment, which can weaken social distance and strengthen close relationship [35]. Explored by Chaudhuri and Holbrook [36], hedonistic goods will make consumer have pleasure feeling and positive emotional reaction, which helps to create emotional connection between consumer and brand. Similarly, by empirical study of Carroll and Ahuvia [37], hedonistic good have positive effect on the formation of attachment to brand. The self-mission corresponding to extended-self is pleasing and gaining positive emotion proposed by Breckler and Greenwald [38]. Furthermore, the formation of self-concept can promote the formation of attachment effectively. Under the background of live streaming, audience watching live streaming is regarded as consumer and the content in live streaming is regarded as good. Thus, by enjoying the hedonistic function in live streaming, it is possible for audience to form emotional attachment to the live streaming platform. Accordingly, we propose the following hypothesis:

\[ H1: \text{Gratifying the self has positive effects on the formation of emotional attachment with internet celebrities.} \]

3.2 Enriching the self and its impacts on emotional attachment

Enriching the self describes the process that emotional connection is formed to specific object which can symbolically representing one’s past self, which includes one’s origin, history and core self, his present self, which includes who the person is and what he believes, or his future self, which who one wants to be [39]. Similarly, Carroll and Ahuvia [37] regarded self-expression as consumer’s perception of the degree to which the specific retailer enhances one’s social self and/or reflects one’s inner self. These two concepts both reveal that one’s self, concluding experience, expectation, characteristic and so on, can be extended to other entities. After perceiving themselves, consumer will find definition of themselves and thus prefer the goods which are more consistent to themselves, with the purpose of expression themselves through the goods [16]. In addition, people tend to form strong emotional attachment to those goods that can show their personality and display their position [40].

Ball and Tasaki [12] explored that self-mission corresponding to public self is self-expression, which has influence on formation of emotional attachment. Belk [16] revealed that the need of self-expression can be fulfilled by consumption, on account of that the good or service purchased by consumer represent themselves to some extent. Furthermore, Park [8] explored that enriching the self will strengthen the brand attachment and then enhance brand commitment, which will cause positive actual behavior at specific object.

Live streaming is a highly interactive activity, which allow all the audiences to express their idea freely, safely and equally by using the bullet screen. It is a chance to show their value, share their past experience, even their expectation of the internet celebrity or the content, which are part of themselves. Additionally, internet celebrities always reply audiences by the bullet screen to show their kindness, and encourage audiences to express themselves. Through interaction with the internet celebrity and other audiences, audiences enrich themselves and probably form emotional connection to live streaming platform. Accordingly, we hypothesize the following:
H2.  Enriching the self has positive effects on the formation of emotional attachment with internet celebrities.

3.3 Enabling the self and its impacts on emotional attachment

In the field of consumer behavior research, Ball and Tasaki [12] revealed that individual can enable himself by purchasing good or service, which will promote the formation of emotional attachment to brand. The reliability of good can provide consumer sense of safety, owing to that the function of good can help consumer to solve problem, which makes them think their ability is strengthened and extended. By this way, consumers are more satisfied themselves and enable themselves [6]. Through watching live streaming, users can learn many skills from internet celebrities, such as dancing, singing and cooking. Furthermore, in some live streaming platforms, users can find professionals who teach finance, math, language so that they can enhance their ability to deal with problems, which make them regard live streaming help them to achieve their goal. Through enabling the self, they possibly form emotional attachment to live streaming platform. Accordingly, we test the following hypotheses:

H3. Enabling the self has positive effects on the formation of emotional attachment with internet celebrities.

3.4 Emotional attachment toward stickiness intention

Although attachment theory was initially applied in kid and mother relationship, in field of psychology, recent researches have revealed that customers can form attachment to other entities in marketing, such as product brands [41], celebrities [6], and special possessions [42]. Under the background of sport, previous research has explored a direct relationship between loyalty and reasons for liking a particular sport team. In Funk and James [43] research, they found that in the process of a fan changing his attitude from ‘attracted by a sports team’ to ‘loyalty to a sports team’, attachment plays a mediating role. Additionally, a research by Lee, Kyle and Scott [44] also reveals the role of place attachment as a mediator of the relationship between visitors’ positive evaluation of their festival experience and their loyalty to the host destination.

When implied in the field of internet, Zott defined users’ stickiness as the ability of website or other entities to attract and keep visitors [45]. Particularly for profit organization, Khalifa et al. [46] proposed that stickiness which is to motivate customer to consume on website for a long period. Similarly, loyal user focus on continued use on specific objectives [47]. Therefore, emotional attachment to the live streaming may also have positive effect on the loyalty, which is closely related to the concept of user’s stickiness intention.

H4. The emotional attachment with internet celebrities has positive effects on user’s stickiness intention to the live streaming.

3.5 Mediation effects

In previous studies of consumer behavior research, emotional attachment is always regarded as a significant mediator between extended-self and consumer behavior. Park [8] revealed that enabling, enriching and gratifying the self can enhance the brand-self connection. Therefore, the brand commitment, which means behavioral intention to maintain the relationship with a brand, will be strengthen and consumers will continue purchase good or service. Additionally, explored by Vlachos et al. [48], self-expression and gratification have positive effect on consumer loyalty, which is mediated by emotional attachment. By reviewing these researches, emotional attachment mediates the relationship between extended-self and continued use. Under background of live streaming, the behavior of watching live streaming is similar to the use of service. Furthermore, the inner content of self-extension is resemblance, such as pleased-self and gratifying the self, realized-self and enabling the self. As mentioned before, concept of users’ stickiness contains continued use. Thus, it is possible that this mediating rule can also be implied in live streaming. Formally, we test the following hypotheses:

H5a. Emotional attachment mediates the relationship between gratifying the self and users’ stickiness intention.

H5b. Emotional attachment mediates the relationship between enabling the self and users’ stickiness intention.

H5c. Emotional attachment mediates the relationship between gratifying the self and users’ stickiness intention.

3. Study design and data collection

We measured gratifying the self and enriching the self each with three items and two items adapted from Vlachos et al. [48]. Three question items of enabling the self was adopted
from Thomsom [6]. As for the mediator variable, we measured emotional attachment with three items from Park et al. [14]. We operationalized stickiness intention using three items from Li, Browne, and Wetherbe [49]. Agarwal and Karahanna [28]. In Table 1, we list all the items used in our study.

All question items used a 5-point Likert scale, with 1 denoting “strongly disagree” and 5 denoting “strongly agree.” We also collected personal information including age, gender, frequency of watching live streaming, type of live streaming they watch the most.

We performed a pilot study that involved 40 students randomly selected from the university, and used their responses to assess the reliability and convergent and discriminant validity of the items, as well as to fine-tune our survey design and data collection procedure. The results of the pilot data were satisfactory, suggesting that the items exhibit appropriate reliability, and convergent and discriminant validity. On average, students completed the survey in 7.5 minutes, which helped us to estimate the time requirement in the subsequent formal test.

In the formal test, the questionnaires were distributed online via a data collection tool, and offline via physical copies for two weeks. Subjects interacted with the questionnaire web page as follows.

First, the introductory page was presented to a subject. The subject was instructed that the purpose of this study was to explore a users’ stickiness intention of live streaming. To confirm a subject who has experiences about watching live streaming, we encouraged subjects to provide their e-mail addresses to enroll in a lucky draw after completing the survey. In addition, we also approached students in the class for their voluntary participation. Following a study protocol and using a script, an investigator briefed students on our study, explained how we would use and protect the collected data, and solicited their participation. In particular, the investigator assured data security and confidentiality, indicated our analysis would not rely on any personally identifiable data, and explicitly addressed any concerns related to privacy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gratifying the self (GS)</td>
<td>GS-1 I feel pleasant by watching live streaming.</td>
<td>Vlachos et al. [48]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GS-2 I feel watching live streaming makes my life more colorful.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GS-3 I feel time passes quickly when watching live streaming.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enriching the self (ENRI)</td>
<td>ENRI-1 Interaction with the internet celebrity and other audiences, I express who I am.</td>
<td>Vlachos et al. [48]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ENRI-2 Interaction with the internet celebrity and other audiences, I reflect my personality.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enabling the self (ENAB)</td>
<td>ENAB-1 I can improve some of my ability, such as playing computer games, making up or singing.</td>
<td>Thomsom [6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ENAB-2 I feel more confident when solving problems by watching live streaming.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ENAB-3 I feel more effective and efficient by watching live streaming.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional attachment (EA)</td>
<td>EA-1 My mood is very good when watching live streaming internet celebrities.</td>
<td>Park et al. [14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EA-2 When people praise or criticize live streaming internet celebrities, I also feel that I am praised or criticized.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EA-3 When watching live streaming, the experience of internet celebrities or other audiences can make me think of something relevant.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stickiness intention (SI)</td>
<td>SI-1 I plan to keep using this live streaming platform in the future.</td>
<td>Li, Browne, and Wetherbe [49]; Agarwal and Karahanna [28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SI-2 I intend to continue using this live streaming platform in the future.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SI-3 I expect my use of this live streaming platform to continue in the future.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Analyses and results

We collected 180 responses from a convenience sample of those who agreed to participate. After removing partially completed surveys, we retained 143 data points, representing a 79.4% effective response rate.
5.1 Validity and reliability

All scales were tested using exploratory factor analysis (SPSS version 22). We assessed the reliability of our items by examining the Cronbach’s Alpha values, which exceeds the common threshold of .70, suggesting adequate reliability [50]. We examined the convergent and discriminant validity by performing a confirmatory factor analysis. The cross-factor loadings are summarized in Table 2. According to the results, items measuring the same construct loaded substantially higher with one another, exceeding the common threshold of .60, and higher than loadings with items that measure different constructs [51]. We further examined the measurement model. As shown in Table 3, all investigated constructs had a composite reliability greater than .50, a common threshold that signifies adequate reliability [52]; the value of the average variance extracted (AVE) for each construct also exceeds the common threshold of .60 [53]. Together, these results suggest that the items possess appropriate construct validity, and convergent and discriminant validity.

5.2 Hypotheses test results

Similar to multiple regression, the quality of Partial Least Squares (PLS) models are evaluated based on the direction and significance of path coefficients, and the magnitude of R², which signifies the amount of variance that is explained by the model. We specified a structural model in PLS and ran the PLS algorithm as well as the bootstrapping procedure to obtain path coefficients, their respective t-values, and R² coefficients of the endogenous constructs. While there is no generally acceptable threshold for the value of R², some experts suggest a value of .20 is considered high enough in consumer behavior studies. Our results are shown in Figure 2.

In line with Hypothesis H1 is strongly supported: gratifying the self has positive effects on emotional attachment, and the effect of enriching the self on emotional attachment (H2) is significant. In addition, Hypothesis H3 is strongly supported, which means enabling the self has positive effects on emotional attachment. Thus, H1, H2 and H3 are supported. Overall, the explained variance in emotional attachment accounted for by gratifying the self, enriching the self and enabling the self is R² = .49. In addition, Hypothesis 4, emotional attachment positively impacts users’ stickiness intention. As shown in Figure 2, the model exhibits adequate explanatory power, accounting for 25% of the variance in behavioral engagement (refer to Table 4 for β coefficients and t-values).

Table 2. Summary of cross-factor loadings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>SI</th>
<th>GS</th>
<th>EA</th>
<th>ENAB</th>
<th>ENRI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td>0.242</td>
<td>0.149</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0.079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS</td>
<td>0.889</td>
<td>0.280</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EA</td>
<td>0.820</td>
<td>0.346</td>
<td>0.253</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENAB</td>
<td>0.290</td>
<td>0.845</td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENRI</td>
<td>0.226</td>
<td>0.844</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Correlations and constructs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>CA</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>0.115</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.342</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.186</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>0.259</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.755</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EA</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.430</td>
<td>0.660</td>
<td>0.332</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENAB</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>0.908</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENRI</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>0.892</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Hypotheses Testing — Path Analyses (β, t-Value)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis Path</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>t-Value</th>
<th>Hypotheses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1 GS → EA</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2 ENAB → EA</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3 ENAB → SI</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4 EA → SI</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>5.66</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: SI: Stickiness intention; EA: Emotional attachment; GS: Gratifying the self; ENAB: Enabling the self; ENRI: Enriching the self; GS: Gratifying the self; ENAB: Enabling the self; ENRI: Enriching the self; CA = Cronbach’s α; CR = composite reliability; Values in parentheses indicate the square root of AVE.
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5.3 Mediation test

To assess whether mediation was present in the general theoretical model, the significance of the indirect effects of GS, ENRI and ENAB on SI through EA was tested using the bias-corrected bootstrap confidence intervals (CIs). Bootstrapping is a non-parametric resampling method that can be extended to designs involving indirect effects. To bootstrap the sampling distribution of the indirect effects, the regression coefficients are repeatedly estimated \( k \) times with bootstrap samples, each of contains \( n \) cases randomly sampled with replacement from the original sample (that is a given case can be selected multiple times), where \( n \) is the size of the original sample. This process yields \( k \) estimates of the indirect effects of the independent variable (GS, ENRI and ENAB) on the dependent variable (SI). These \( k \) values of the indirect effects are then sorted from low to high, thus enabling the specification of the lower and upper bounds of the desired CI. MacKinnon, Lockwood, and Williams [54] conducted simulation studies to examine the accuracy of various tests on mediation effects, and advocated the bias-corrected approach as the best way to test indirect paths in mediation analysis, when normality assumptions appear to be violated. The bias-corrected bootstrap was conducted in SPSS using PROCESS computational tool [55], generating 10,000 bootstrap samples and 95% bias-corrected CIs for indirect effects. Since the percentile bootstrap CIs can be asymmetrical because they are based on an empirical estimation of the sampling distribution of the indirect effect, a correction is applied to the percentile values of the sorted distribution of bootstrap estimates used for determining the bounds of the interval. Hence the term “bias-corrected” is derived from this adjustment made to the percentile values so that the CIs are equidistant from the point estimate. In the model, the indirect effect GS exerted through EA was equal to \( \beta = 0.175 \) (95% CI= .077, .271), GS= .175, GS= .077 (95% CI= .031, .330), ENRI exerted through EA was equal to \( \beta = 0.246 \), ENRI= .067 (95% CI= .130, .386), and ENAB exerted through EA was equal to \( \beta = 0.241 \), ENAB= .097 (95% CI= .051, .333). These led to the rejection of the null hypothesis that the indirect effect was zero, given that the corresponding 95% CI did not contain zero. EA did mediate the effect of GS, ENRI and ENAB on SI; therefore, hypothesis 5a-c were supported.

5. Discussion and conclusion

In theoretical aspect, the majority of studies related to live streaming focus on the computer science, such as peer to peer transmission and workload. Thus, this research enriches the studies of live streaming in the aspect of consumer behavior, in the field of social science. Previous studies implied attachment theory initially in relationship between kid and parents, then in relationship between consumer and good, service even brand. In this study, live streaming can be approximately regarded as service but it is quite different with traditional service on account of its highly interactivity, real-time and the background of virtual communication. Thus, this article extends attachment theory to a new context, live streaming, which fills the empty of implication of attachment theory in this area.

In the aspect of implication, the enhancement of user stickiness is the key to the continuous development of the live streaming platform. Based on the theory of attachment, from a new perspective of users’ stickiness, this article provides theoretical support for operators of live streaming platforms to enhance the emotional attachment of users, rather than only focus on advertisement to get attention. Additionally, platforms operators and internet celebrities should pay close attention to the feedback of users, particularly bullet screen, which may reflect mental activity like attachment and can help to strengthen users’ stickiness.

In this research, all the hypotheses were tested comprehensively and results were analyzed. However, it is unavoidable that this study has its limitations. First, the perception of
emotion is different between countries and cultures, which may influence the effectiveness of the measuring scale. Second, we didn’t consider the differences between types of live streaming platform, because users may focus on gratifying the self when attach the live streaming platforms which are providing entertainment, but users who focus on education and technology might prefer enriching the self.

Finally, future research can investigate how extended-self and emotional attachment influence different users’ behaviors. For example, in live streaming, in addition to watching and interacting with internet celebrities by bullet screen, users can purchase virtual gifts to their favorite celebrities as tips. Moreover, the virtual community and interpersonal relationship can be considered as the antecedent variables in future research.
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